[Treatment of Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia with TP53 Aberrations].
Patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia with deletion of the short arm of chromosome 17 (17p -) or mutation of the TP53 gene have significantly worse prognosis with a higher risk of progression to symptomatic disease, worse and shorter responses to chemo immunotherapy, and more frequent occurrence of Richters syndrome. TP53 deletion/ mutation is currently the only genetic abnormality that independently predicts response to treatment and also affects the choice of therapeutic approach in chronic lymphocytic leukemia. This work summarizes treatment options available for this poor prognosis variant of chronic lymphocytic leukemia. Traditional chemo immunotherapy (e. g. FCR) does not offer longterm disease control, and patients with TP53 deletion/ mutation were usually considered to undergo allogeneic bone marrow transplantation. New molecules from the group of BCR inhibitors or BCL2 antagonists achieve excellent efficacy in chronic lymphocytic leukemia with del17p even in relapsed/ refractory (R/ R) cases, with a higher percentage of responses and prolonged survival without progression. Clinical trials are ongoing to determine optimal therapeutic approach and to induce longterm remission of the disease. The new molecules change algorithms for treatment of patients with TP53 aberration, including indication for allogeneic transplantation. Especially younger patients should be consulted in centers of intensive hematological care to consider their inclusion into clinical trials testing new molecules or to indicate allogeneic transplantation at the optimal time.